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Important Notice(s): Johnston Thomas, Attorneys at Law, P.C. (“Johnston
Thomas”) makes available the information ("Information") in this presentation
(“Presentation”) for general informational purposes only.

The Information is not intended to constitute, and does not constitute, legal
advice or a solicitation for the formation of an attorney-client relationship. No
attorney-client relationship is created through your use of or your receipt of the
Information contained within the Presentation. Johnston Thomas accepts
clients only in accordance with certain formal procedures, and renders legal
advice only after the completion of those procedures, and/or completion and
execution of an appropriate retainer agreement.

Any and all statements made by the moderator and/or presenters, as part of
this webinar program, reflect his, her and their own viewpoints, which are not
necessarily those of the program host, Johnston Thomas.
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Johnston Thomas is a full suite boutique law firm, which amongst other practices such as real estate and
commercial litigation, has a nationally recognized Mortgage Banking Group (“MBG”). With an experienced
team of mortgage banking lawyers (including senior litigation attorneys, former in-house General Counsel
and in-house Compliance Counsel from a well-known bank and mortgage company, etc.), certified fraud
examiner(s) and forensic underwriter(s), and an extremely competent support staff, all of whom are
dedicated to aggressively and competently serving the needs of our valued clientele, Johnston Thomas’ MBG
is known all across the country for the experience and results that it brings to the areas of regulatory
compliance, mortgage banking litigation, and a broad range of mitigation services.

Amongst the many legal services Johnston Thomas offers the mortgage banking industry (e.g., brokers,
lenders, servicers, vendors and more), such include, but are in no way limited to, as follows:

 Mortgage Repurchase and Make-Whole Indemnification Litigation and Mitigation (e.g., Secondary
Market Investors, Agencies, Bankruptcy Trustees, etc.);

 Mortgage Industry Litigation (e.g., Servicer and Sub-Servicer Disputes, 3rd Party Fraud Recovery, CPL
and Title Policy Actions, Appraiser E&O Claims, Loan Officer Actions, LOS Disputes, etc.);

 Mortgage Repurchase and Make-Whole Alternative Dispute Resolution (e.g., Arbitration, Mediation,
etc.);

 Regulatory Compliance, Administrative and Business Services (e.g., Mock Audits, LO Compensation,
MSAs, Licensing, CA Dep’t of Business Oversight, HUD Review Board, etc.); and

 Transactional Matters (e.g., Drafting and Negotiating Broker and Correspondent Loan Purchase
Agreements, Mergers & Acquisitions, etc.).
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As the Chairman of the Mortgage Banking Practice Group, Mr. Brody actively
manages all the complex mortgage banking litigation, mitigation, and compliance
matters for Johnston Thomas and its diverse clientele.

Being one of the founding and managing attorneys for his prior mortgage banking
firm, as well as having practiced law for close to 20 years, with nearly 15 of those
years being spent in the mortgage banking industry, Mr. Brody has been
instrumental in the firm’s development and in its continued success.

Mr. Brody has successfully resolved hundreds of mitigation and litigation cases that
involve complex mortgage fraud schemes, as well as large-scale repurchase and/or
make-whole disputes, in connection with loans that were securitized and/or sold to
third parties (e.g., Lehman Bros., Aurora, FNMA, Freddie Mac, ResCap, RMBS
Trusts, CitiMortgage, JPMorgan Chase, and more).

Mr. Brody’s experience centers on those legal issues that arise during and through
loan originations, loan purchase sales, loan securitizations, foreclosures,
bankruptcies, and repurchase and indemnification claims.
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As Vice President of Business Development at The Mortgage
Collaborative, Tom manages TMC’s preferred partner network comprised
of over 60 best-in-class third-party organizations including Johnston-
Thomas, that span the entire like cycle of the mortgage origination process
and support the needs of TMC’s lender member organizations. Tom also
leads the charge in prospecting potential additions to TMC’s preferred
partner network.

Additionally, Tom facilitates all the monthly reporting collection that
tracks engagement between our lender members and preferred partners.
Tom strives to create enhanced visibility for our preferred partners
through TMC based engagements and strategic initiatives.

Tom brings 15-years of experience in the financial services industry with
the last seven years specifically in mortgage. Tom can be reached by e-mail
at tgallucci@mtgcoop.com and by phone at 216-256-3953.
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The Mortgage Collaborative is the nations largest independent mortgage cooperative
comprised of independent mortgage banking companies, banks, credit unions and mortgage
service providers, all working together to improve their businesses and the mortgage industry.

What Makes Us Different

 We're not selling any products or services, nor are we owned by a company looking to do 
so. We simply sell membership into The Collaborative, which provides a series of benefits 
for our members. Our membership cost is very low, and all of our members enjoy strong 
returns on their membership investment. 

 We're firmly committed to adding only best-in-class members and vendors. Never before
have more third-party entities been involved in the home loan process from start to finish,
and the industry's standards on vendors and vendor management have never been tighter.
We're not just going to sign up any vendor or lender that applies. Our lender members can
be confident they'll be working with top quality companies when using our preferred
vendor partners, and at a discounted price. Our vendor partners can be assured they'll be
dealing with built to last, best-in-class lenders when working with TMC member
companies.
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 Culture. Our team is comprised of great people with excellent long-standing
reputations.

 Our low cost of entry, our hands-on approach with lenders and their business
models, and the overall value proposition we provide makes us much more
viable to small lenders than the other cooperatives.

 Our commitment as a cooperative to education and networking does not end 
when people leave our conferences. We offer a comprehensive year-long 
networking infrastructure that will feature in person meetings at our 
conferences and other industry events, networking calls, educational webinars, 
videos, podcasts, and contributions to our blog from our board members, 
vendor partners, and lender members.

 Our winter and summer conferences are two of the top industry events each
year. Top notch, notable industry speakers. Outstanding educational and
networking opportunities. Held at fabulous venues. You will leave our
conferences energized, with new ideas, new relationships, and fresh strategies
on how to grow your business and revenues in a constantly evolving industry.
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Part I:

Consumer Privacy



➢ Federal laws on consumer data privacy and data security
cover various industries and individuals.

➢ Financial institutions are governed by the Gramm-Leach-
Bliley Act (GLBA).

➢ Over 50 different non-federal data breach laws in the U.S.

➢ California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) – new ‘gold
standard.’

➢ Is there a legitimate business purpose for retaining the
information?



Part II:

Transitional Licensing 

Authority



The Act Defined: 

Current Requirements: 

The Loan Originator Transitional Temporary Authority Rule amends The Secure and Fair
Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act of 2008 (SAFE Act)

The SAFE Act requires individuals engaging in the business of a residential mortgage loan
originator first obtaining and maintain annually either:

 Federal registration as a registered mortgage loan originator and a unique identifier, or

 A state license and registration as a state-licensed mortgage loan originator, and a unique
identifier (state licensing/registration)

The objectives of the SAFE Act include

 improving the flow of information

 increased accountability and tracking of MLOs;

 consumer protection;

 supporting anti-fraud measures

 and providing consumers with easily accessible information



Originator Requirements: 

Loan Originator: Any individual who, for compensation or gain,
takes a residential mortgage loan application or offers or
negotiates terms of a residential mortgage loan application.

Anyone who meets the definition above must either be registered
as an MLO or obtain and maintain a valid state MLO license.

One of the main differences between “Registered” and
“Licensed” MLOs is pre and post license education requirements
and examinations.
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Originator Requirements: 

“Licensed” Mortgage Loan Originator Requirements.

A licensee must:

 Be registered within the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing
System (NMLS)

 Take a 20 Hour Pre Licensing Course,

 Pass an exam and

 Meet background check criteria.

“Registered” Mortgage Loan Originator Requirements.

Individuals working for depository institutions must:

 Be registered within the Nationwide Mortgage Licensing
System (NMLS)
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Originator Requirements: 

LICENSED     REGISTERED

Have Personal License Yes No

Registered in NMLS Yes Yes

FBI Background Yes Yes

Fingerprinted Yes Yes

Surety Bonded Yes No

Pre-Employment education Yes No

Annual continuing education Yes No

Personal Credit checked Yes No*

State Test Yes No

Federal Test Yes No

Complaint mechanism's Yes No

Licensing fees and renewals Yes No 

Loan Officer Designation MLO RMLO
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NMLS = Nationwide Mortgage 
Lender System and Registry 
(Tracking Number)

MLO = Mortgage Loan Officer 
(Licensed and Trained)

RMLO = Registered Mortgage Loan 
Officer (registered)

*While not submitted through 
NMLS, the sponsoring institution 
should be doing a “financial 
responsibility” credit analysis.



Consequences: 

 Loan officers who work for depository businesses
don't have to pass all of the NMLS state licensing
requirements.

 A loan officer who works for a depository lender just
can’t start working for a non-depository lender.

 A LO who moves between states or from a bank to a
nonbank is required to wait for a new license before
they can begin originating at their new job.

 Disincentive for a competitive or mobile labor market.



Change - Years in the Making: 

Years-long push from the mortgage industry.

 First Call for Transitional Licensing in 2012.

 Uniform State Test (4/1/14 –8/1/18)

 States Laws to allow for state-to-state MLO transitions and federal to
state regulated entities.

 Ohio, Virginia, North Carolina, New Hampshire, and South Carolina

During 2018, MBA successfully led the advocacy campaign to amend the
federal Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing (SAFE) Act
of 2008 to provide a 120-day temporary authority period for MLOs to
originate mortgage loans.



Significance of the Change: 

With the implementation of the Transitional Temporary Authority rule,
some of the historic barriers facing MLOs will be removed.

 Non-bank lenders-especially small lenders will have the ability to
compete for additional talented MLOs

 MLOs will have the ability to work for any employer-bank or non-
bank-that offers them the best chance to earn income and succeed in
their career.

 More MLOs will be completing pre-licensing education and taking a
standardized test -- leading to a better-qualified MLO workforce, a
larger number of test-takers and therefore greater compliance with
lending laws.



The Law: 

The Economic Growth, Regulatory Relief, and Consumer Protection Act of 2018
(S. 2155) amended the federal Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage
Licensing (SAFE) Act of 2008

 Provides for a 120-day temporary transitional authority period for a bank
mortgage loan originator (MLO) moving to a non-bank lender, or for MLOs
already working for a non-bank lender seeking licensure in another state.

 Individuals with temporary authority will have NMLS licensing status as
“authorized to conduct business” in the state

 Lenders “must monitor” the status of their LOs’ licensing status and
temporary authority to originate.

 Mandates that states implemented transitional authority by November 24,
2019.



The Law: Eligibility 

Permits Eligible MLO’s to Continue Originating Mortgages while Completing
State-Specific Requirements for Licensure (Testing & Education)

1. MLO’s changing from depository institution to state-licensed mortgage
company

2. Licensed MLOs applying in another state

To meet eligibility requirements, the MLOs must be:

 Previously Licensed for 30 days or Previously Registered for 365 days

 W-2 Employee of Licensed Company

 No Disqualifying Criminal History

 Never had Licensed Denied, Revoked or Suspended
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The Law: Timing 

NMLS published FAQs entitled, “Temporary Authority to Operate (Temporary Authority)
for Mortgage Loan Originators”.

The FAQs explain that an MLO will:

• Not have to submit a separate application for temporary authority

• But will have to apply for an MLO license through NMLS and, if eligible,

• Automatically receive temporary authority as the applicable state processes the license
application.

NMLS will be programmed to check certain eligibility requirements, such as criminal
history and whether an applicant has had an MLO license application denied, revoked, or
suspended.

The applicant will show as “authorized to conduct business” until the state has made a final
determination on their application.
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The Law: Timing 

When does Temporary Authority Begin?

• Rule went into effect November 24, 2019

• Applicant Must Complete Application Process

• Company Must Sponsor the Applicant

When does Temporary Authority End?

1. MLO Withdraws the Application

2. Company Withdraws Sponsorship

3. State Denies or Issues Intent to Deny

4. State Grants the License, or

5. Application listed as incomplete 120 days after submission NMLS
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Example Scenario: Timing 

If the MLO submits the application for license on Monday, but the
State doesn’t begin their review until Tuesday, when did
Temporary Authority Begin?

Temporary Authority would begin on Monday if the system is able
to automatically verify eligibility.

If manual state review is required to verify the eligibility portions of
the review, Temporary Authority would not begin until completion
of that state review.



The Law: Origination Activity

An individual with temporary authority may originate loans as if he/she
possesses a license in that state. The individual and the loans originated by that
individual will be subject to the same rules and regulations as applicable to a
licensed MLO.

If transitional authority ends without the MLO obtaining a license, certain
actions must be taken:

• Pipeline of all activity is transitioned immediately

• MLO is effectively ‘turned off’ from new leads or conducting new activity in
that state

TIP: It is not advisable to allow an MLO to conduct origination activity under a
transitional authority if you have no other MLOs licensed in that state, as there
will be no one to transition the pipeline to if the license is denied.



The Law: Timing 

At the End of the 120 days, if an Application is Complete (including Testing and
Education) and the Agency has not yet made a Decision on the Application,
Temporary Authority exists until the Agency Acts on the Application.

Reminder:

Complete Application must include:

1. Completed Individual Licensing Form (MU4);

2. Explanation and Supporting Documentation for any “Yes” answers to a
disclosure question;

3. Receipt of Criminal History Record Check from the FBI;

4. Authorization for a Credit Report to be obtained; and

5. Any state-specific document required as part of an MLO license application in
the Application State.



The Law: 

Other Considerations 

 Temporary Authority not applicable for MLO’s who are licensed and
changing employers within the same state.

 There are additional responsibilities and obligations for lenders. Lenders
“must monitor” the status of their MLOs’ licensing status and temporary
authority to originate. If an LO’s application is denied, the lender “must
reassign any active loans in the pipeline originated by that MLO to a licensed
MLO in that state.”

 Lenders can face enforcement action by the state if its found that a mortgage
lender knew of or should have known of a disqualifying event that would
cause a license application to be denied, and failed to disclose such event.



Scenario

A former bank originator joins your team and 
applies for their first MLO license on NMLS …

Then posts to Linked In, Twitter, Facebook and 
Instagram that they are now licensed with your 

company and you have the lowest rates in the states 
and free appraisals …….

Has your new MLO violated any laws or 
regulations?



Scenario:

Originator Responsibility:

“shall be subject to the requirements of this title and to applicable
State law to the same extent as if that individual was a State-
licensed loan originator licensed by the application State.”

Company Responsibility:

“shall be subject to the requirements of this title and to applicable
State law to the same extent as if that individual was a State-
licensed loan originator licensed by the application State.”



Prepare, Prepare, Prepare

Risk Assessment

 Contact:

➢ LOS Provider

➢ Investors

➢ Quality Control providers

 Review Policy and Procedures for:

➢ Training Priorities

➢ Processing, U/W & Closing

➢ Company Policies including Advertising

➢ Oversight and Quality Control

➢ Investor and Regulator Reporting

➢ Licensing Sponsorship and Withdrawal of Sponsorship



Part III:

FLSA Exempt Changes 



➢ Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) .

➢ January 1, 2020, the DOL fulfilled its promise to rethink
the thresholds applicable to an employer’s obligation to
pay overtime.

• Raised the standard salary level requirements

• Raised the compensation requirement for highly
compensated employees

➢ Exemptions.



➢ Outside sales employee exemption.

• Must have the primary duty of making sales,
or obtaining orders or contracts for services or
the use of facilities

• Must customarily and regularly perform his or
her primary duty away from the employer’s
place of business for more than half of the
working time



Part IV:

Loan Originator 

Compensation



➢ Prohibits compensation based on loan terms, or a proxy
for loan terms, other than loan amount.

➢ Defining “Proxy of a Loan Term”

▪ Consistently varies with a term or terms of the
transaction over a significant number of transactions.

▪ LO has the ability, directly or indirectly, to add, drop,
or change the factor when originating the transaction.

➢ Prohibits compensation from both the consumer and
another person.



Compensation paid or received based on the below “Safe Harbor”
methods will be deemed to not be based on a transaction term or proxy for
a transaction term:

➢LO’s overall volume – either total dollar amount of credit extended or
total number of transactions originated;

➢Loan term performance of the LO’s loans;

➢Hourly pay rate based on actual number of hours worked;

➢Loans made to new customers versus existing customers

➢A “flat-fee” structure paid for every loan originated

➢The percentage of the LO’s applications that close

➢Quality of the LO’s files submitted to the creditor



Permissible Non-Permissible

▪ Plans that vary by Loan Officer

▪ Toggle between Borrower and 
Lender Paid 

▪ Plans that provide for a minimum 
and maximum compensation per 
transaction

▪ 1.25% of loan amount, with minimum 
of $1,000 and maximum of $5,500 
earned per loan

▪ Sign-on bonuses as well as initial 
guarantees

▪ “Pick a Plan” structures 

▪ Periodic plan changes

▪ Prospective only; changes no more 
frequently than quarterly

▪ Varying compensation by loan 
product

▪ E.g. FHA v. Conv.; CRA v. Non-CRA

▪ Sliding scale percentages by 
buckets

▪ E.g. 1% for loans > $250,000, 1.5% for 
loans $150,000 to $250,000, 2.5% for 
loans < $150,000

▪ Varying compensation based on 
Sold v. Retained/Portfolio

▪ Compensation Pools based on 
profits



The following plan elements may be permissible in certain circumstances, but
extra caution is warranted before implementing:

➢ Varying compensation by state: This is not expressly prohibited, but can
raise concerns regarding Fair Lending and Proxies, depending how its
implemented.

➢ Reducing compensation to cover fees or cures: It is permissible to reduce
compensation to cover rate lock extension fees or tolerance violation in very
specific situations that are a result of unforeseen changes.

The following plan elements are questionable practices that should be
avoided as a best practice:

➢ EPO/EPD/Quality clawback: Compensation should be set in advance, and
these clawback provisions can violate state employment and wage laws.

➢ Paying differently for Purchase v. Refinance: Rule does not provide an
express carve out, may be considered a proxy for a term, or bundle of
terms.



Part V:

Digital Mortgage Platforms /

eMortgages



➢ The “Digital Mortgage”, “Digital Platform”, and “Digital
Transformation” are common industry catch phrases rising in
popularity.

➢ No single industry-wide accepted definition.

➢ Ranges from simple on-line completion of application form,
to fully digital experience of application to closing all
completed on-line and electronically.

➢ Embrace of digital mortgage products is increasing quickly
and substantially, including a spike in eNote usage.



➢ Risks will vary based upon the specifics of your digital platform.

➢ E-SIGN Requirements:

▪ Provide clear and conspicuous statement on consumer’s rights -
how to consent and withdraw consent, system requirements, etc.

▪ Must be able to evidence consumer affirmatively consented prior to
receiving disclosures

➢ Record Retention Requirements:

▪ State and federal regulations governing record retention timelines
apply.

▪ TIP: If possible, obtain and retain the full esign audit log from
your vendor at loan completion.



➢ Digitalization of Front-End, Digitalization of Back-End

➢ E-NOTE:

▪ Legal framework established by the E-Sign Act and the
UETA

▪ Has been upheld in the courts

➢ Industry Concerns:

▪ Enforcement of non-paper

▪ Claim priority



Part VI:

The Delay of URLA (1003)



 March 9, 2020:

◦ Start of Tests between Vendors and GSEs

 June 1, 2020:

◦ Start of Limited Production pilot for select Lenders/Vendors
[must demonstrate partner readiness and be pre-approved by
Fannie Mae and/or Freddie Mac]

 September 1, 2020:

◦ Start of Open Use Period [formerly referred to as Optional Use
period]

 November 1, 2020: Start of Required Use



 URLA compliance could become more challenging

 Changes increase risk

 Lenders should prepare, prepare, prepare
◦ Leading Technology firms already have changes in process

◦ Lenders should speak to their vendors

◦ Lenders should evaluate their processes and procedures for
training opportunities in critical departments, such as
processing and underwriting.



Part VII:

Audit Preparedness



 A review of vendors, internal procedures, and
activities in general is, also, essential to an
organization having a high level of audit
preparedness.

 If your organization is proactive, much of what is
needed already exists in the environment. If not,
now is the time to get ready for the audit and
ensure that your organization is always “audit
ready.”



1. Begin preparing before the audit even begins

2. Start with a policy management program that
includes comprehensive consumer coverage

3. Make sure your procedures and department
level activity is aligned with your policies

4. Understanding your consumer data and flow
of information is critical

5. Be effective at coordination, information
gathering and explanation



Part VIII:

Vendor Management



 Regulatory audits are acting on behalf of the consumer.

 Examination manuals emphasize inspecting a firms
practices.

 Legal responsibility for vendors that fail to implement
consumer protection requirements can fall on the
Lender.

 Policy framework can demonstrate organization
impact for consumer interests



 Risk review based on size, scope, complexity, 
important and potential harm to the consumer.

 Initial and on-going due diligence reviews.

 Ensure proper oversight and training of employees.

 Comprehensive contract with established SLAs.

 Periodic internal reporting on vendor performance –
“vendor scorecard”.



Part IX:

Non-QM Products



➢ The Non-QM secondary market has experienced a significant
expansion recently.

➢ Non-QM loans do not provide the Safe Harbor for compliance
with the Ability-to-Repay (ATR) rule that QM loans do.

➢ Non-QM loans are not necessarily “sub-prime” or “high risk”
products.

➢ Non-QM product characteristics can vary widely – from
higher DTI ratios to Interest Only options to Bank Statement
qualification.



➢ Selling Non-QM products on the secondary market subjects
the lender to Repurchase Risk that may be different than QM
loans.

➢ Disclosure requirements can vary depending on product
specifics and state by state regulations.

➢ Enhanced training is recommended for all staff

▪ Train LOs on the product waterfalls to prevent steering borrowers to
higher cost products

▪ Underwriters may not be accustomed to assessing risk on Non-QM loans

➢ Regulators tend to focus on Non-QM products during Exams.



Part X:

Regulations 

& 

Enforcement



➢ Regulatory agencies are continuously updating their
rules and regulations.

➢ Regulations that are not expressly under a state’s
mortgage lending act can still significantly impact your
operation.

➢ Federal Agency Changes

▪ Major GSE ARM Notes and Riders Changes

▪ CFPB Revised Regulation Z Exemption and Higher-
Risk Mortgage Thresholds

▪ Congress passed the Taxpayer First Act



➢ Non-Bank lenders and servicers are subject to state-specific
regulations, in addition to federal regulatory requirements.

➢ State regulatory agencies hold as much, if not more, regulatory
oversight power than the CFPB.

➢ State regulatory agency changes

• Washington Departments of Financial Institutions Finalized MLO
Regulations

• Revisions to Maryland’s Mortgage Lender Regulations

• Pennsylvania Updated Base Figure Amount

• Amendments to Texas’ Administrative Law and Forms

• The APN# was added to Multiple Nevada Documents

• Georgia Loan Originator License Disclosure



➢ State agencies continue to increase their cross-
communication through the likes of the CSBS,
the Multi-State Mortgage Committee, and the
Multi-State MSB Examination Taskforce.

➢ Enforcement actions are often a result of state
examinations, but actions by State AGs are on
the rise.

➢ Severity of monetary penalties may vary based
on size and maturity/complexity of the lender
or servicer.



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

At the conclusion of this webinar please submit your 
questions directly to the moderator, at 

jbrody@johnstonthomas.com.  

Johnston Thomas will be sure to follow up on all questions 
submitted.

Thank you for your attendance!
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THANK YOU!
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